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4It is very easy to defeat someone but it is very hard to win some one

Dr. A.P.J ABDUL  KALAM

Early life and Education

Avul Pakir Jainularudeen Abdul

Kalam was born on 15th october 1931 to a

Tamil Muslim family in the pilgrimage centre

Rameswaram of Tamil Nadu. His father

Janinularudeen was a boat owner and imam

of a local mosque, his mother Ashiamma was

a housewife. His father owned a ferry that

took Hindu Pilgrims back and forth between

Rameswaram and now uninhabited

Dhanuskodi. Kalam was the youngest of

four  brothers and one sister in his family.

Kalam’s ancestors had been wealthy

traders and land owners, with numerous

properties and large tracts of land.

Their business had involved trading groceries between the

mainland and island and to and from srilanka as well as ferrying

pilgrims between the mainland and pamban.As a result, the family

acquired the title of mara kalam iyakkivar (wooden boat steerers).

which over the years became shortened to marakier. with the

opening of the pamban bridge to mainland in 1914, however the

business failed and the family fortune and properties were lost over

time, apart from the ancestral home. By his early childhood. Kalam

family had become poor, at an early age, he sold newspapers to

supplement his family’s income.

In his school years, kalam had average grades but was

described as a bright and hardworking student who had a strong

desire to learn. He spend hours on his studies, especially

mathematics. After completing his education at the schwartz higher

secondary school, Ramanathapuram, Kalam went on to attend saint



5If you get no as an answer remember N.O means Next oppourtunity so lets, be positive

Joseph’s College, Tiruchirappalli, then affiliated

\with the university of madras, from where he

graduated in physics in 1954. He moved to Madras in 1955 to

study aerospace engineering in Madras  Institute of Technology.

While Kalam was working on a senior class project, the Dean

was disatisfied with his Iack of progress and threatened to re-

voke his scholarship unless the project was finished within the

next three days. Kalam met the deadline impressing the Dean,

who later said to him, I was putting you under stress and asking

you to meet a difficult deadline. He narrowly missed achieving his

dream of  becoming a fighter pilot, as he placed ninth in qualifiers,

and only eight positions were available in the IAF.

       N. Pushpavalli

       I B.Sc Physics.

A. 
I B.Sc (Zoo)



6If you salute your duty., you need not salute anybody.

Awards by Various Organizations

Year Name of the Award

1. 2013 Von Braun Award

2. 2011 IEEE - Honorary Membership

3. 2009 Hoover medal, American society of Mechanical
Engineering. USA

4. 2009 International Von Karman wings Award

5. 2008 Woodrow wilson Award, Royal Academy of
Engineering, London

6. 2007 King charles II Medal for science and

Technology Royal society, U.K

7. 2003 MTV youth Icon of the year award india at

and his age 73 & 76 respectively.

2006

8. 2000 Ramanujan Award,  Alwars research centre chennai.

9. 2000 Lifetime contribution Award in Engineering

Indian National Academy of Engineering

10. 1998 Veer savarkar Award, Government of India.

11. 1997 Indira Gandhi Award for National Integration,

Indian National congress

12. 1997 Bharat Ratna, Government of India.

13. 1996 Prof. Y. Nagudamma Memorial gold Medal
Government of India.

14. 1996 GM Modi Award for science

15. 1996 HK Firodia Award for excellence in science
and Technology

16. 1994 Distinguished fellow, institute of Directors,
India.

17. 1990 Padma Vibhushan, Government of India.

18. 1981 Padma Bhushan, Government of India.

M. Utchimali

III B.Sc Maths
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Year Name of the University

1. 2014 University of Edinburgh, scotland

2. 2012 Simon Fraser University, canada

3. 2012 Tamilnadu Dr. M.G.R. Medical University

4. 2011 University of sydney, Australia

5. 2011 Gujarti University

6. 2010 University waterloo, canada

7. 2009 Oakland University, Michigan, USA

8. 2009 Queen’s university, Belfast, UK

9. 2009 Meerut University, U.P

10. 2008 Nanyang Technological University, singapore.

11.  2008 Aligarh muslim University, Aligarh, NewDelhi

12. 2008 University sains Malaysia, Pinang

13. 2007 University of wolverhampton, U.K

14. 2007 Carnegie mellon University, Australia

15. 2007 Nyenrode business university, Netherlands.

16. 1982 Anna University, Chennai

17. 1990 Jadavpur University

18. 1991 IIT - Mumbai.

M. Utchimali

III B.Sc Maths

Ph. D.’s by

Various Universities
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Wings of Fire - An auto biography
 - APJ Abdulkalam and Arun Tiwari

India 2020 - A vision for the New millenium
- APJ Abdulkalam & S. Rajan.

Envisioning an Empowerd nation Technology for
societal transformation.
-APJ Abdulkalam with A. Sivathanu Pillai

Ignited Minds Unleashing the power within India.
- APJ Abdulkalam

My Journey : Transforming dreams into actions :
- APJ Abdulkalam

Developments of fluid mechanics and space Technology
- R. Narasimba & APJ Abdulkalam

The Luminous sparks - A biography in verse and colours
- APJ Abdul kalam

The Life Tru
Poems : APJ Abdulkalam
Painting illustrations by Manav Gupta.

Mission India
A vision for indian youth
- APJ Abdulkalam & Ys rajan

Children Ask Kalam  - APJ Abdulkalam
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Guiding Souls
Dialogues on the purpose of life :

- APJ Abdulkalam  & Arun K.Tiwari.

Inspiring Thought - APJ Abdulkalam

You are born to Blossom : Take my Journey beyond 2011 :
- APJ Abdulkalam & Arun Tiwari

Target 3 Billion, 2011 - APJ Abdulkalam & Srijan pal singh

A Manifesto for change : Asequel to india 2020
- APJ Abdulkalam & v. Ponraj

Reignited : Scientific pathways to a Brighter future 2015
- APJ Abdulkalam & Srijan pal singh

Transcendence my spiritual Experiences
- APJ Abdulkalam & Pramukh swamiji

Forge your future : Candid, forthright, Inspiring

Turning Points : A Journey throught challenges

Jeya Surya
II B.Sc Comp. Sci

       S.Anushiya

                  III B.Sc Zoology
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S. Puthigavel

I B.Sc (Maths)
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A. Senthil Vinayagam

I B.Sc Physics.

M. Alangaram

III B.Sc Chemistry.
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(MIT)

(INCOSPAR) 

(SLV - III) 

(SLV - III)

SLV 

By

M. Gomu - S. Sundari - G. Valli Meena

II M.Sc Physics
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Kalam Raju Stent

‘Coronary
stent’ 

Light weight caliper :

(Caliper) 

Caliper
Caliper
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Great Speeches
Full Transcript :-

     I have three visions for India in 3000 years

of our history. People from all over the world have come and

invaded us captured our lands conquered our minds. From Alexander

onwards the Greeks, the turks, the moguls, the portuguese, the

british, the french the Dutch all of them came and looted us took

over what was ours yet we have not done this to any other nation.

We have not  conquered anyone. We have not grabbed their land,

their culture, their history and tried to enforce our way of life on

them. Why? Because we respect the freedom of others. That is

why my first vision is that of Freedom.

1. I believe that india got its first vision of this in 1857 when

we started the war of independence, It is this freedom that we must

protect and nurture and build on.  If we are not free no one will

respect us.

2. My second vision is for India’s Development for fifty

years. We have been a developing nation. we are among top

5 nations of the world in terms of GDP. we have 10 percent growth

rate in most areas. Our poverty levels are falling our achievements

are being globally recognized today. Yet we lack the self confidence

to see ourselves as a developed nation,  self reliant and self assured.

Isn’t this incorrect?

3. I have a third vision.  India must stand up to the world.

Because I believe that unless india stands up to the world, no one

will respect us, only strength respect strength. We must be strong

not only as a military power but also as an economic Power. Both

must go hand in hand my good fortune was to have worked with

three great minds Dr. Vikram sarabhai of the Dept of Space

Professor Satish Dhawan, who succeeded him and Dr. Brahm

prakash, father of nuclear material. I was lucky to have worked

with all three of them closely and consider this the great opportunity

of my life. N. Lakshmi - III B.Sc Chemistry
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Kalam’s Answer to Students Questions
Q : 1 When we know that space is infinite

what is the use of exploring space?
A : We explore space in the spirit of inquiry to expand our
knowledge
Q :2 What do we mean by space stations and space labs?
A : Space stations are orbiting structures in space, which orbit the
earth at a certain altitude. Space labs are laboratories in space aboard
the space stations or space vehicle in which experiments in zero
gravity are conducted.
Q : 3 Do we really need to view everything from a scientific side for
proper understanding?
A : Yes, science is the only way man can progress fast.
Q : 4 How can we produce the energy if coal, gas etc run out?
What are the other terms of energy towards which we are working
for?
A : Research is on various other sources, like solar energy,
bio - fuels and hydrogen energy.
Q : 5 Have you ever dream in your childhood that you would be-
come such a great scientist in your life?
A : My teacher in the 5th class in Rameswaram, Sivasubramaniya
Iyer gave me the mission to fly in my life. Although in my childhood
I did not know what I would become exactly. I knew it had to do
with flying. The seed was laid by my 5th class teacher.
Q :6 From where did you get the inspiration to become an eminent
scientist?
A : I had three people who inspired me in my life and who gave me
a mission.
* The first was my school teacher in 5th class in Rameswaram,
Sivasubramaniya Iyer. He gave me a mission in life to fly.
* Satish Dhavan - taught me how not to make problems to your
master and to work hard to achieve your goals.
* Dr. Vikram Sarabhai - taught me the importance of having a

vision.

R. Santhanam, S. Santhi

II B.Sc., Computer Science
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Environment Oath -

www. abdulkalam.com

1. I realize that every mature tree by photosynthesis absorbs

20kgs of carbon dioxide every year. By the same process

each tree lets out about 14kg of oxygen every year.

2. I will plant and mature ten trees and will ensure my

parents, my sisters and brothers plant trees and my neighbours

also plant ten trees each. I will be an ambassador for tree

mission in my locality.

3. I will keep my house and its surroundings clean and use

products which are bio degradable to the extent possible

4. I will promote a culture of environment friendliness,

through recycling and conservation of water and other

recyclable materials both at home and school.

5. When I take a professional career, I will take decision

with respect to organizational processes which protects the

environment and preserves the bio-diversity.

6. I will encourage the use of renewable energy to the

maximum extent possible

7. I will spread the awareness about the need to preserve the

environment in my home in my locality and among my

student friends.

8. I will engage the water conservation, especially by

rainwater harvesting and spread the message in my family

and friends.

A. Vallimayil

II B.Sc (Com.Sci)
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“What can I give”

O My fellow citizens,
In giving, yar receive happiness,

In body and soul
you have everything to give

If you have knowledge, share it
If you have resources, stare it with the needy

use your mind and heart,
to remove the pain of the suffering

And, cheer the sad hearts,
In giving, you receive happiness

Almighty will bless all your actions.

P.Subbulakshmi

III B.sc Chemistry

A.

             II B.Sc (Maths)
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B. Lakshmi

        III B.Sc Chemistry
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P. Subbulakshmi
III B.Sc (che)
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P. Saminathan

I B.Sc (zoo)
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P. Petchi
I B.Sc Physics
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Yes sir

Mr.

III B.Sc (C.S)
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       G. 

      I. B.Sc (Zoo)
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V. Raveena, A. Anu

II M.Sc (Maths)
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APJ

     N. Parameswari - K. Uma Maheswari

   III B.Sc Maths.

      

II
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Dr. 
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Dr.

  S. Elakkiya -  J. Brigit mary
I B.Sc (Maths)
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My Favourite Books
(by Dr. Kalam)

* Light from many lamps :
Edited by Lillian watson, contains the writtings /
inspiring stories of many authors. The book has brought me solace
in my hours of sadness and uplifted me when I needed advice.
* Thirukkural : Written by Thiruvalluvar over 2000 years ago.
It is a collection of 1330 rhyming tamil couplets or aphorisms
(Kural). To me, it’s provided a code of conduct for my life. It is a
work that truly elevates the mind.
* Man the unknown : by Alexis carrel:
This description of the human body - how it is an intellegent,
integreted system - is explained brilliantly. This work should be read
by everyone, especially those studying the medical science.
* The Gita: It says “See the flower, how generously it distributes
perfume and honey. When its work is done, it falls away quietly.
Try to be like it, Unassuming despite all its qualities.
* The Holy Quran : I have worked with many brilliant engineers
leaders. The words from the quran ring in my ears when I think of
them Light upon Light.

Allah Guides his light to whom he will
R. Santhanam - P. Mani Mala

II B.Sc. Com. Sci

The Property left behind by Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam was
estimated. He owned
6 pants (2 DRDO uniforms) 4 shirts (2DRDO uniforms)
3 suits (1 western, 2 indian) 2500 books 1 flat

(Which he has donated)
1 Padmashri 1 Padmabushan,
1 Bharat Ratna, 40 Doctorates
1 website, 1 twitter account, 1 email id.
He did’t have any TV, AC, Car Jewellery, Shares, land or bank
balance. He had even donated the last 8 years Pension towards the
deveolopment of his village.

He was real patriot and true Indian.
S. Rama Subramanian - II B.Sc Zoology
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         G. Suganya
      I B.Sc Zoology

www. abdulkalam.

com 

                 III B.Sc Comp.Sci
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R. Subha
III B.Sc (C.S)

T. Muthu Ganesan,
III B.Sc Chemistry.
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A. Gokila

I B.Sc (Zoo)
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R. Sivanammal

N. Aruna

III B.Sc (C.S).
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S. SivaGomathi

III B.Sc (c.s)
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Contribution to Telemedicine

Tele medicine : Definition - Health

care is provided to the people using information technology as back

bone, Health care reaches to the needy irrespective of their

geographical location.

Upliftment of the rural population of India has always been

of prime concern to Dr. Kalam many of the projects that launched

during his career have been indigeniously designed to bring some of

the advantages of our modern world to the remote and economically

deprived segments of the Indian population at an affordable price.

A Prime example is the key role Dr. Kalam played in the

creation of “Telemedicine” a system that helps connect rural

hospitals with super speciality medical centre in India and abroad.

The success of this project proved that it is indeed possible to bring

cutting edge medical care to even most isolated rural areas.

In 2002 September, Dr. Kalam (that time president of India)

inaugurated the telemedicine link at Bhopal. (As part of the central

governments decision to introduce at least 100 telemedicine

facilities in the country by 2005) That telemedicine project linked

Bhopal memorial hospital and Research centre, outreach health

centre at Tima jamalpur and CARE super speciality hospital in

Hyderabad.  Karishma software solutions company has developed

the software for this telemedicine facility, named “Sanjeeva” the con-

nectivity was provided by BSNL.

Kalam Raju Tablet :

Dr. Kalam and Soma Raju a well known cardiologist, came

up with a rugged Tablet and  computer in 2012 to take care of the

health of under previledged people in rural india. It helped the gov-

ernment to fight many health issues.
        R. Selvi - S. Uma Maheswari

          II B.Sc (Computer Science)
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Mini studio Edusat

Chancellor -Indian Institute of space science & Technology,

Tiruvanandhapuram .

Visiting Professor in Indian Institute of  Management - Shillong,

Ahmedabad, Indore.

Honorary fellow - Indian Institute of science Bangalore

Professor of Aerospace Engineering Anna University.

Professor of Technology Banaras Hindu University &

Anna University.

Professor of IT - International Institute of IT, Hyderabad.

         Perumal Prakash,

        II B.Sc Comp.sci
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Î ò º þç ð Âz D  Ø ÃVò â| , What can I give movement? 

M. Poomariammal
    III.B.Sc (zoo)



45Black colour is sentimentaly bad but every black board makes The students life bright

B. Meenakutti
III B.Sc (Zoo)



46Confidence and Hard work is the best medicine to kill the disease called failure.
It will make you a successful person

DRDO  (Defence Research Development

Organisation) 

G. III B.Sc(Zoo)
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Speak 5 line to Yourself at Every Morning:

1. I am the best 2. I can do it

3. God is always with me 4. I am a winner

5. Today is my day

BBC World 
V.I.P 

A.P.J.

S. Vinayagam

III B.Sc (C.S)



48End is not the end in fact.  E.N.D means “Effort never dies”.

A. Nishababu
III B.Sc. Maths

M. Hepsha
II B.Sc. Chemistry



49When our Signature changes to Autograph this marks the success

P. Gopi,

I B.Sc., (Zoo)
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A. Gomathi Devi
II B.Sc. Maths

You cant change your future, but you can change your habits
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A

C

creating a Livable planet Earth 

Pollution 

Dr. A.P.J. 

Change in your habit will change your future
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Thank you buddy 

Funny guy! Are you doing well? 

Dr.

S.     II B.Sc Zoology

Confidence and Hardwork will kill failure






















